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Comparison 1999 Nissan Maxima Other Trim » Vehicle Weight Information Inside Dimensions Dimensions Cargo Area Dimensional Fuel Tank Mileage Engine Transmission Brake Steering Tire Steering Wheel Suspension Safety Guarantee Cooling System Electric Trailer Looking for Other Models of Nissan Maxima? Read reviews &amp; Price Nissan Maxima Overviewmaker Nissan Also Called Dassoon Maxima (1981-1983) -
Production 1980-present Body and Chassis Class Compact Car (1981-1987) Full Size Car (1988-present) Layout Front Engine, Rear Wheel Drive (1980-1984) Front engine, front wheel drive (1985-present) Chronicles The 810 Nissan Maxima is a full-size car manufactured by Nissan and sold primarily in North America, the Middle East and China. Dasun 810, which debuted in 1981 as Dasun Maxima in 1981, replaced the previous
Dasun 810. The name Maxima dates back to the 1981 model year, which dates back to the high-end 810, which was sold in North America for 810 Maxima. As with the 810, the early versions of Maxima had its origins in the Prolific/Nissan Bluebird. The Datsun brand was phased out in 1985 in favor of Nissan and became the Nissan Maxima. Most Maxima Starting in 2004, Japan began assembling Makshima, North America, in
Smyrna, Tennessee. In some markets beyond North America, maxima names have been applied to Nissan Sepiro and Tina (see below). Maxima is Nissan's flagship sedan in North America, China and the Middle East. Toyota Avalon, Dodge Charger, Kia Cadenza and Chevrolet Impala are competitors. First Generation North America (G910;1984) First Generation (G910) 1984 Nissan Maxima Overview 810 Dart Line Maxima
Production1980-1981 (Dasun 810) 1981-1983 (Dassoon Maxima) 1983-1983 (Tatsu Maxima) 1983-1983 (Tatsu Maxima), 1983-1983 Yokosuka, Kanagawa Badi, Chassis body-style 4-door sedan 5-door station wagon-front engine, rear-wheel drive-related dart ship Bluebird (910) powertrain engine 2.4 L24E I62.8 L LD28 L LD28 L 6 diesel transmission 5-speed manual four-speed Jatco L671 automatic wear second-generation Dasun
810 was introduced in 1981 model 1980. It can essentially accommodate the Japanese market Datsun Bluebird (910) 3.9 inch (99 mm) long coin line six engine. This model replaced the Datsun 810 (first generation). The second-generation Dasun 810 was not sold in Japan, and in North America it was sold only as a more basic Dasun 810 Deluxe and a fully equipped 810 Maxima. [1] Both could be used with sedans or wagon bodies.
[2] In the model year 1981 and 1982, all 810s changed the brand to Dassoon Maxima. In 1983, the last year of the first-generation Maxima, Dasuns, North America, started with a Nissan badge. The 1984 Model Nissan had a Nissan and Datsun badge in the back of the car, but the previous model had a Datsun badge with a small Nissan section. During the first model year, the 810 Deluxe was the only version to receive a five-speed
manual, while the luxurious 810 Maxima only had three-speed automatic installations. [1] Maxima's successful introduction to North America followed the successful introduction of the Nissan S30, which used the same engine and transmission, offering luxurious accommodation and four doors. The sedan has an independent rear suspension, and the carriage has a live rear axle with leaves protruding. The wagon also received a rear
drum, not a disc brake. [3] The second generation maintains the same 2.4-liter base engine as the previous Datsun 810, but can use more torque at speeds up to 2-120 hp (1-89 kW) and lower engine speeds. [4] The 2.8-liter LD28 OHC inline-6 diesel engine (available in the United States from mid-1981 to 1983) and a four-speed automatic transmission with five-speed manual or overdrive are also available. Some power steering
pumps were supplied by General Motors' Fraudulento Gear division, while others were supplied by Atsugi. This was the second Nissan to use U.S.-made parts in addition to the Vogue Warner T-5 transmission used in the 82-86 Nissan Turbos. The use of U.S. parts was phased in before the u.S. government-imposed local content laws were passed. One of the unique features of the car was the phonograph-based voice warning
system. Warnings, such as those with open doors, are relayed through a mini phonograph and played so that the driver can hear them. It's common to hear that the door is open and the key is ignited. The 1981 model was the first 'talking car' sold in the United States, providing only one voice warning and reminding drivers to turn off the lights. 1981 Datsun 810 wagon 1983 Datsun Maxima sedan Second generation (PU11; 1985–
1988) Second generation (PU11) OverviewProductionJuly1984 – August 1988AssemblyJapan: Oppama Plant, Yokosuka, KanagawaBody and chassisBody body style4-door4-hardfront sedan (Japan- doorFront) 5-doorFront engine, Front-wheel-driveRelatedNissan Bluebird (U11) PowertrainEngine2.0 L VG20E V6 (Japan) 2.0 L VG20ET turbo V6 (Japan) 3.0 L VGVG30E V6Transmission5-speed RS5F50A manual4-speed RL4F02A
automaticWheelbase2,550 mm (100) in Wagon: 18,44 mms(1844mm). Sedan: 181.5 in (4,610 mm) Width66.5 in (1,689 mm) HeightSedan: 54.7 in (1,389 mm) Wagon: 55.7 in (1,415 mm) On October 17, 1984, [5] The first front front wheel Maxim drivea (based on the Blue bird the U11) model was 18years. The Maxima is available with a 157 hp (117 kW), 3.0-liter VG30E V6 engine, four-speed automatic or five-speed manual
transmission. In Japan, the 2.0-liter version of the engine is smaller. It is the first mass-produced V6 engine in Japan. The second generation was granted a compact position in the U.S. market. This was the last generation available as station wagon, a version that has been available since Dasun 810 days. 1987 Nissan Maxima sedan (USA) 1988 Nissan Maxima GXE wagon (USA) U11 series Nissan Blue Bird Maxima hard top
(Japan) in late 1986, 1987 Maxima was introduced with fresh appearance and interior. The automatic shoulder belt was now found in both the 1987 sedan and the wagon, which was built since February 1987. Advanced amenities were available at both BaseGL and were later renamed to gxe and SE trim levels. These features of the GL/GXE include driver and passenger door panels, power windows, locks, antennas, power seats,
remote trunk releases, voice warning systems, optional leather seats, optional heated front seats, optional electronic Pkg (including sedan exclusive, digital device and travel computers) and digital touch input systems on optional power sunroofs (sunroof on Maxim wagons standard). The 15-inch alloy wheel was Maxima's standard. The 1988 shape option was a sonar suspension system that was part of an electronics Pkg that
replaced previously provided travel computers. This feature uses sonar waves to monitor road conditions ahead and adjust impacts for the most controlled ride. It was 1988. Previously, standard digital touch systems in GXE sedans became part of the 'electronic package' option. SE (and some GXE) provided dual power seats, five-speed manual transmissions, three-way shock control suspension, front and rear windshield design
sters, and factory installation security systems. The SE has a small rear spoiler, four-wheel disc brakes, black side rear view mirrors and body moldings (GXE has body color side rear view mirrors and matching body moldings). Again, Maxima's main competitor was a similarly designated Toyota Cressida that maintained a rear wheel drive. While Maxima combines luxury and sporty features, cressida was generally considered soft and
luxurious. The Japanese market 'Bluebird Maxima' has a four-door hard-top sedan or pillar sedan and a 2.0-liter V6 engine (turbocharged). We received a small V6 engine to comply with japanese government regulations that impose destituses on larger vehicles. The Nissan Bluebird Store is a hard top dedicated to Japanese dealers, and station wagon vehicles were not available in the domestic market. 3rd Generation (J30; 1989-
1994) 3rd Generation (J30) Overview Production 1988 - March 1994 Japan: Opharma Factory, Yokosuka, Kanagawa Body and Chassis Body Style 4-Door Sedan Layout Front Engine, Front-Wheel Drive Powertrain Engine 3.0 L VG30E V63.0 L VE30DE V6Transmission5 Speed Manual (88-91 RS5F50A) (SE 9) 1-94 RS5F50V) four-stage automatic (88-94 RE4F02A) (SE 91-94 RE4F04V) dimension wheelbase 104.3 inches
(2,649mm) ) length187.6 in (4,765 mm) width from 69.3 (1,760 mm) height1988-91: 55.1 (1,400 mm) 1991-94 : 53 in (1,346 mm) Maxima was redesigned on October 24, 1989 [6] with the J30 Series (unrelated Infiniti J30) model. The larger the size, the second Japanese sedan sold in North America was recognized as medium-sized (after the Mazda 929). Nissan sold this generation of Maxima as a four-door sports car in North
America, showing off its 4DSC window decals. This generation was sold briefly in Japan to replace the Nissan Leopard sedan in the Nissan Bluebird Store. In August 1991 (production in July 1991), the driver-side SRS airbagwas added. The Face Leaf version was no longer available in Japan. The 1992-1994 Nissan Maxima (USA) it has now featured 190 horsepower (142 kW) on SE models since 1991, ve30DE unit standard 160 hp
(119 kW), and 3.0 liter VG30E V6. In the United States, the VG30E engine with variable intake manifolds in automatic and manual transmission models was used in all GXE models from 1989 to 1994 and se models from 1989 to 1991. This generation of Maxima was equipped with an independent rear suspension and continued to provide road scanning, electronic super sonic suspension (sonar). An interesting feature is gxe's digital
touch input system (in) New luxury package) lowered the window and opened the moon roof outside the vehicle with a keypad integrated into the porch handle without the key of ignition. The VE30DE engine was supplied exclusively by the 1992-1994 Maxima SE. It was a 3.0-liter, 24-valve, DOHC motor. The iron block is topped with an aluminum cylinder head and features a double-length intake manifold (5-stage model only),
variable intake valve timing, plug spark coil, and limited slip differential. The VE30DE was rated 190 hp (142 kW) at 5600 rpm and 190lb/ft (258 N°m) at 4000 rpm and had a 6500 rpm red line. The SE model is further distinguished from the GXE with a white face gauge, twisted spoke turbine wheel (wider than the GXE wheel, similar to the wheel available on the Z31 300ZX), body color grille, twin-tip muffler, factory colored taillight,
chrome replacement, solid sport suspension, and five optional transmissions. All GXEs (RE4F02A) automatic transmissions are Jatco's innovative compact units, with sports and comfort modes changing from different points of view. From 1992 to 1994, the SE received an optional automatic transmission (RE4F04V) that retained sport and comfort mode, although the interior was stronger. The SE also has a rear spoiler and a black
side mirror, while the GXE is equipped with a body color side mirror. During the 1990 Nissan Maxima Tee (Australia) 1993-1995 Nissan Maxima Executive (Australia) this year, Maxima was first introduced to the European market, replacing laurels. For the European market, the model range sped up the 3.0, 3.0 S and 3.0 S. Nissan Australia began importing the J30 series for its May 1990 launch to replace the locally assembled
Nissan Skyline (R31) sedan and station wagon. [7] The powertrain consists of a 122 kW (164 hp) and a four-speed automatic output of 3.0-liter VG30E V6. Nissan has two equipment classes available for Maxima, M and Ti. [8] M features air conditioning, alloy wheels, central lock, cruise control, power steering and power windows. Ti has added rear spoiler, temperature-controlled air conditioning, anti-lock brakes, electric seat and PIN
touchpad lock system. The M-based LE in late 1991 was equipped with a CD player and a sunroof. [8] Also Ti. [7] Nissan Australia also had a leather/sunroof pack option, and in January 1993 it launched a facelift with new grille inserts, modified tail lamps, wheels and cabin trims. [9] Driver airbags are now mounted on Ti and replaced in February 1995 with the new Maxima based on the Nissan Cepiro (A32) in a new executive trim
that replaces the M.[7] J30 in Australia. [7] In New Zealand, the three locally assembled variants had only automatic transmissions and the VG30E engine. Versions sold in Japan and Europe used the manual transmission option as an alternative to automatic transmissions, which were standard in North America and Australia/New Zealand. The Maxima In 1990, it was listed as one of the top 10 best-listed cars and drivers magazines.
Another Bluebird Maxima was the Nissan Bluebird (U12), which continued only as a station wagon with the VG20ET engine until the U13 Bluebird was introduced, and Avenir completely replaced the Bluebird wagon. 4세대(A32, 1995-1999) 4세대(A32) 개요도 인피니티 I30닛산 세피로(A32)닛산 맥시마 QX(EU)닛산 QX(EU)닛산 QX(영국)르노 삼성 SM5Production2월 1994-1999년 3월 31일 조립재일: 오파마 플랜트, 요코스카, 요코스카, 요코스카, 요코스카, 요코스카, 요코스카, 요코스카, 요코스카, 요코스카, 요코스카 카나가와 남아프리카 공화국: 로슬린, 가우텅바디, 섀시바디 스타일4도어 세단레이아웃프론트 엔진, 전륜 구동 파워트레인엔진1995 cc VQ20DE V62988 cc VQ30DE V62988 cc VQ30DE V62988 cc VQ30DE V62988 cc VQ30DE V62988-4단 수동 4단 자동치수제휠베이스106.3(2,700mm100)-999999999999mm9999999mm999999mm9999-length106.3인치(2,7000mm)-
999mm999999999999mm999999-length106.3인치(2,7000mm19999999999)-999mm999-length699-999 189.4 in (4,811 mm)1994-96 : 187.7 in (4,768 mm) width 555.7 in (1,770 mm) height55.7 in (1,415 mm) curve weight 2 designed 870lb (1,300kg) from the beginning of 1990 to March 1991. [11], the fourth generation Maxima arrived in May 1994 as a model in 1995 with the A32. The new VQ30DE 190 hp (141 kW) and 205lb'ft
(278 N'm) 3.0-liter V6 were the only engine options in the North American market. The VQ30DE has won the first place on the ward's top 10 engine list, and VQ has been recognized every year since its launch (as of 2012, running for 18 years). [12] After japan's economic bubble exploded in the late 1980s, Japanese manufacturers replaced the previous generation's independent rear suspension with a lightweight, inexpensive
torsional bar solid axle system as part of a common trend of cost savings. Maxima's main competitor, The Toyota Cressida, was discontinued after the model year of 1992, and Toyota introduced the Toyota Avalon as a replacement for the extended version of the Toyota Camry introduced in 1994. From 1997-1999 to Nissan Maxima (USA) October 1996, Maxima's exterior was smoothly designed for 1997 with a new 5-spoke alloy
wheel, plastic (clear lens) headlights versus former glass headlights, slightly different front and rear fascia with redesigned new taillights, rear taillights, redesigned fog and badge design, and chrome grille. Among the internal changes were other steering wheels and CD players. Front seat-mounted side impact airbags were added as an option to SE and GLE models in 1998 and 1999. There were also structural modifications to
improve the collision validity of models from 1997 to 1999. In 1999 the Nissan Maxima also saw some minor changes: the anti-theft engine immobilizer is standard using chips on ignition keys, as well as some minor body trim. [13] In 1999, Maxima SE was also released in a limited package consisting of a titanium tint SE-Limited emblem, a titanium tint trunk emblem, and a titanium tint edits with 16 alloy wheels at the front door.
Internal gauge clusters Also titanium tinted and optional leather seats were embossed with SE on perforated and backrests. The front mat is engraved with the SE-Limited logo. North American 1995 Maxima included the Bose Sound System on GLE (optional in SE) which has a 6-speaker sound system, and the Clarion system was an option (Non-Boss). The fourth-generation Maxima was highly regarded for its quiet and spacious
interior. This Maxima was the imported car of the year for motor trends in 1995. Maxima SE was again on the top 10 best listings for Car and Driver magazines in 1995 and 1996. In 1995, the VQ30DE (3.0-liter) engine produced 190 hp (142 kW) and 205 lb ft (278 N°m). The manual transmission 0-60 mph took 6.6 seconds with a quarter mile time of 92.4 mph to 15.2 seconds, making it the fastest and fastest (142 mph top) Japanese
sedan in the North American market at the time. The 1994 Maxima GLE was converted into a 6.7-second 0-60-mph run with a four-speed automatic transmission to 15.6 seconds/89.4 mph quarter mile time. [14] At the time, Maxima was one of the few four-door, six-cylinder vehicles sold in North America as standard manual transmissions. Viscous-limited slip differential sat as standard for Canadian SE models equipped with a five-
speed manual (in the United States, VLSD is limited to the Infiniti I30). Auto was a cost option equipped with most Maximas. When Maxima Badge retired in Japan, this extraordinary generation was sold on the Nissan Sepiro A32. The Cefiro badge was previously used in higher-spec models based on rear-wheel-driven Nissan laurels (see A31 Cefiro). For the Japanese market, sepiro badge station wagons are also available. One
version of The Sepiro (Broam VIP specification) was sold in the United States as the Infiniti I30, but Sepiro showed subtle differences, including various fog arrangements, one-piece headlights and several different engine options (VQ20/25/30DE). Sepiro was first introduced in August 1994 and was originally available with a 2-liter V6 engine with 155 or 190 PS (114 kW or 140 kW) JIS. [15] This generation was sold as Maxima QX in
Europe and elsewhere in the world, mostly the same as the Japanese Sepiro, with the exception of minor trim differences. In Europe, a smaller 2-liter V6 engine with 140 PS (103 kW) could be used more for a larger 3.0 to fit the fat taxation structure. [15] 5th generation (A33B, 2000-2003) 5th generation (A33B) 5th generation (A33B) nissan Cepiro (A33B) Nissan Maxima QX (Europe) [April 1999 - December 2002 assembly date:
Opera factory, yokosuka, yokosukos, Kanagawa designer Jerry Hirschberg (1997) Body and chassis body style 4-door sedan layout front engine, front-wheel drive infiniti I30/I35PowertrainEngine3. 0 L VQ30DE-K V63.5 L VQ35DE V6Transmission4-speed automatic 5-speed manual 6-speed manual chiwheel base 108.3 inches (2,751mm) length1 2001: 190.5 (4,839 people) 191.5 in (4,864 mm) width 70.3 in (1,786 mm) (1,786 mm) -
Height1999-2001: 56.5 (1,435 mm) 2001-03 GXE: 56.3 in (1,430 mm) 2000 01-03 SEE: 56.7 (1,440 mm) 2001-03 GLE: 57.1 (1,450 mm) curb weight 3,245 pounds (1,472 kg) introduced in May, 2000 model year Maxima (designated A33B) was refreshed of older cars, Had refreshed of the old car, Had refreshed of the old car, Design at Nissan's La Jolla, California Design Studio from 1996-1997 from Jerry Hirschberg. The engine is
222 hp (166 kW) (227 hp SE) 3.0 L VQ30DE V6. The car has 7.0 seconds of 0-60 mph. This variant of VQ30DE is called VQ30DE-K. These variations included three models: GXE, GLE, and SE. GXE was the default Maxima. The GLE was a luxury variant and had a 16-inch alloy wheel. All SE models come with rear trunk lead spoilers. [16] This generation was used in the Infiniti I30 (Rebadge Nissan Sepiro). In 2001, Maxima
presented a special edition of the SE model to celebrate maxima's 20th anniversary. In addition to the usual SE content, the car features an engine on the Infiniti I30, a special skirt around the lower perimeter (ground effect), and a special touch inside. It also features a drill metal brush metallic pedal, brushmetal shifter, stainless steel door thread plate and stamp named MAXIMA. The optional leather interior was perforated, unlike the
regular SE. Finally, the SE Comfort and Convenience package includes a sunroof and a 17-inch dark chrome alloy wheel. This generation of Maxima saw Nissan introduce a Bridgestone-made engine mount with sensors that communicate with the ECM. Problems such as many transmissions, such as 'can't switch to higher gears', triggered a signal to prevent the vehicle from getting faster due to weary engine mounts. This problem is
not the cause of the problem and has not been detected often by transmission and diagnosis conducted on ECM. In the 2002-2003 Nissan Maxima GLE (USA) 2002 model year, the engine was replaced in the entire lineup with a 3.5 L VQ35DE producing 255 hp (190 kW) and 246 lb.334 n°m (334 N$m). In addition, the larger, revamped grille and front bumper openings, revisions to gaglamps with vertical lines of glass lenses, a larger
Nissan emblem on the grille, a revised headlamp design with a high-strength discharge (HID) low beam, and a six-speed manual transmission with optional heli-to-olson rigid sliding differentials borrowed from the Japanese market have gained a bit of freshness. Metal pedals for accelerators, brakes and clutches), silver 17-inch 6-spoke alloy wheels in the SE model, new 17-inch 7-spoke alloy wheels in the GLE model, clear alteza-
style taillights, revised rocker molding/side skirt standards for all models, and the interior and sophistication of the 2000-2000 model. Some internal differences are slightly redesigned seats, with a small screw-on shift knob on the automatic model Shift pattern, redesigned steering wheel, revised headunit and other cup holder lids. The 2002-03 SE model was able to accelerate from 6.0 seconds to 14.7 seconds at 97 mph to 14.7
seconds with a six-speed manual transmission. The 2002-2003 model posted a better braking number when it needed 182 feet to stop at 70 mph compared to the model's 195 feet in 2000. In 2003, there was a special SE package called the Titanium Edition, which included a polished titanium-coloured 6-spoke alloy wheel and titanium interior accents. In the United States, a Meridian Edition package with heated seats and steering
wheels (usually leather, some leather) and GPS navigation systems were available. Gps navigation systems were not available in Canada. The titanium edition is available in all colours, but only the titanium edition (polished titanium) has a new color. In Canada, both 2002-2003 models were equipped with heated seats and heated leather-packed steering wheels. In Russia and Europe, Maxima was being sold as a Nissan Maxima
QX. Sixth Generation (A34; 2004-2008) 6th Generation (A34) Overview Production2003 - May 2008 [17] Congress USA: Smirna, Tennessee designer Jerry Hirschberg (2000) [18] Body and Body Body Body Style 4-Door Sedan Engine, Front engine, front wheel drive platform Nissan FF-L platform powertrain engine 3.5 L VQ35DE V6 transmission 6-speed manual 4/5 speed automatic CVTDimensionsWheelbase111.2 inches (2,824
mm) length 2003-2006: 193.5 inches (4,91 inches) 5 mm 2006-2008: At 194.4 (4,938 mm) in width 71.7 (1,821 mm) in height 58.3 (1,481 mm) at (1,481 mm) curve weight 3,579 lb (1,623 kg) 6 generations Maxima, Codenamed A34, it was sold only in the United States, Canada and Mexico. It was developed from 1998 to 2002 and was designed in March 2001. [19] It was introduced as a model in 2004 at the North American
International Auto Show in 2003. In the United States, the dohc V6 engine with 265 hp (198 kW) at 5,800 rpm, the historic VQ35DE, and the standard SkyView fixed glass panel loop (front) with 4,400 rpm of torque 255 lb/ft (346N≤) and the center of the center roof are used as an option. The sixth generation Maxima is available in two trim levels: SE and SL. The sporty SE model is standard with an 18-inch alloy wheel, P245/45R18 V
grade tires, tighter suspension, rear spoiler and optional six-speed manual transmission. The luxurious SL models feature 17-inch alloy wheels, P225/55R17 H grade tires, wood interior trim, six-disc CD changer, bose stereo, leather seats, HID headlights and optional heated front seats. Manual transmissions are not available in The SL model and the suspension is adjusted for smooth riding. For all models, the rear independent
suspension was returned, this time using a multilink setting similar to Altima. 2004 Nissan Maxima SE (front) 2004 Nissan Maxima SE (rear) 2007-2008 Nissan Maxima 2007, The American Maxima is now available as the only transmission choice for the standard Xtronic CVT (continuous transmission) (similar to the CVT found in the Nissan Murano). Manual transmissions were no longer available. However, CVT has a manual mode.
It was characterized by a fresh front fascia (lack of center blocks, the new grill is closely similar to that of 2007 Altima). The headlights were also more squared around the edges. New internal changes included an intelligent key system with integrated ignition tabs, a new center console, and a new white and orange gauge instead of an old pure orange gauge. In 2008, Maxima's fuel economy dropped to 19/25 on the 21MPG-
City/28MPG-Highway due to new EPA measurements. In 2008, a platinum edition package was added with convenient features for the SE and SL trim levels. In Australia, Maxima had the same engine, but Nissan set its maximum power to 170 kW (228 hp). The Australian version was codenamed J31, shared with the VQ engine, initially with only a four-speed automatic transmission, it was based on the Nissan Tina and there was a
very noticeable styling difference in the North American version. In 2007, a minor mid-life facelift and a new CVT automatic transmission were launched. In Hong Kong, Bangladesh, Singapore, Brunei, Latin America and the Caribbean, Maxima was sold as a Nissan Sepi. It is based on Maxima but utilizes certain pieces of the ALReady mentioned JDM Nissan Press design, the same as the Nissan Tina. Makshima, North America, was
known for balancing sports and luxury. Other models tended to focus more on comfort. 7th Generation (A35, 2009-2014) 7th Generation (A35) Overview Production 2008 - 2014[20] [21] U.S. Congress: Smirna, Tennessee designer Nakamura (2006) chassis and body style 4-door sedan layout front engine, Front-wheel drive platform Nissan D platform powertrain engine 3.5 L VQ35DE V6 transmission CVTDimensionSWheelbase109.3
inches (2,776 mm) length190.6 inches (4,844) (4,8406)width) width7 3.2 in (1,859 mm) Height57.8 in (1,468 mm) curve weight 3,565 lb (1,617 kg) Nissan Maxima Maxima was redesigned as a model in 2009 and debuted at the 2008 New York International Auto Show. The 7th Generation Maxima (A35) is based on a platform that shares the Nissan D platform with the fourth-generation Nissan Altima and the second-generation Nissan
Murano. The exterior and interior design is somewhat similar to the Infiniti G and Infiniti M, with an updated navigation interface and an optional USB interface system that works with the main console monitor and steering wheel controls. It serves as Nissan's Top Front Wheel Drive sedan in North America at the Nissan dealership. The revised version of the VQ35DE engine produces 290 hp (216 kW) and 261 lb.ft (354 N$m) of torque.
The revised version of Nissan's Xtronic CVT (continuous transmission) with paddle shift was the only transmission available without manual or manual or manual transmission. Automatic use. [22] The diesel version was expected to be released in the model year of 2010, but that plan has not been realized. [23] The new Maxima has been offered in the S and SV trims available for several premium and technology packages. Maxima's
design was exchanged for a smooth styling of height and length, but the width increased slightly. Keyless ignition starts and stops the engine using the push button. In the United States, the seventh generation of Maxima was sold at the end of June 2008. The Skyview Center glass has been replaced by the A35 Series Maxima's retractable panoramic wallloop. Performance: [24] 0-60 mph: 5.8 seconds. skid pad side acceleration: 0.85
g 1/4 miles: 14.5 seconds 99 mph (159 km/h) 60-0 mph: 128 feet (39 m) 2012 Nissan Maxima S 2012, Nissan modest lyse grille, tail and light 18 inches of new machete and 18 inches of light. Three new outer colors are available: Java Metallic, Dark Slate, Pearl White. The cabin has received some small trim changes, but has mostly been carryover since 2011. Maxima 3.5 S Bundle smoke xenon headlights in the new $710 limited
edition package, rearview mirror compass, 18-inch dark silver alloy wheel, rear spoiler, dark satin chrome grille, forge window, integrated turn signal and exterior mirror with metallic trim. The 2013 Nissan Maxima remained the same in most cases and was available in three new option packages for the new model year. There is a Boss Audio package, SiriusXM satellite radio feature and boss audio upgrade. The SV Value Package
includes a premium boss audio setup, a heated steering wheel and a heated exterior mirror. The sports package includes an alloy wheel and climate-controlled driver's seat, combined with a Maxima monitor package (rear camera system, 7-inch color monitor, USB port and iPod storage net). In 2014, Nissan's flagship Maxima sedan entered the model year in 2014 with the addition of a new S Value package at the end of August
2013. It has a smoked exterior HID Xenon headlight, rearview mirror compass, rear spoiler, fog etc., integrated turn signal and outer mirror with metal trim processing. Monitor and HID Xenon packages are no longer available, and SV has received most monitor packages as standard. There were two new outer colors: total metal (replacing dark grey) and midnight garnet (replacing the Tuscan sun); Total of the eight external colors
available. The 3.5 S and 3.5 SV were released in 2014 with a 290 hp (216 kW) 3.5-liter V6 engine, despite the 2014 model continued until 2015, while the 2014 Nissan Maxima was last seen in 2015. Nissan said it will have a lot of Nissan Maxima in 2014 in the dealer lobby until the arrival of the Nissan Maxima in 2015 and 2016. 8th Generation (A36, 2016-present) 8th Generation Note: Smyrna, Tennessee China: Xiangyang (DMCL)
(until 2019) Designer Giovanni Aruba (appearance: 2012) [25] Jackie Chang (inside: 2012) body and body style 4-door sedan layout engine, All-wheel drive platform Nissan D platform powertrain engine 3.5 L VQ35DE V6 (gasoline) transmission CVTDimensionsWheelbase 109.3 inches (2,776 mm) (192.8 inches (4,897 mm) length Width Width 73.2 in (1,859 mm) Height56.5 in (1,435 mm) curve weight 3,471-3,488 lb (1,574-1,582 kg)
February 1, 2015, Nissan aired an ad titled Super Bowl XLIX With Dad. [26] Following the Super Bowl ad, Nissan released two official images of the new Maxima. The Pre-Face Lift Face Lift Maxima was unveiled at the April 2015 New York Auto Show. Featuring a redesign of the motor body, the hotel features Nissan's four-door sports car positioning and returns to the marketing terminology used in the third-generation J30 series
(1988-1992). The vehicle is 82 pounds lighter than before, offering a renovated interior inspired by aerospace. [27] The VQ35DE engine was carryed over with minor updates and 10 hp (7.5 kW) more power, and is now rated at 300 hp (224 kW) and 261 lb ft (354 N°m). Maxima comes in nine external color options and five trim levels: S, SV, SL, SR and Platinum. The SR Midnight Edition was also released in 2016. In 2016, it was an
add-on package for SR. It became trim in 2017, and in 2018 it was a package that could be added to the SR trim. The Midnight Edition blackens most of the chrome (grille, rim, rear chrome, exhaust tip, etc.) and adds a sporty look to Maxima. The Midnight Edition has been discontinued since the 2018 model. [28] This generation Maxima made its debut in China under the Chinese name at the 2015 Guangzhou Auto Show and was
used as the former Nissan Shima. The updated Maxima was unveiled at the 2018 LA Auto Show with a preview posted by Nissan and was announced later that year. [29] Performance: [30] 0-60 mph: 5.9 seconds. Skid Pad Side Acceleration: 0.87 g 1/4 miles: 101 mph to 14.4 seconds (163 km/h) 70-0 mph: 168 feet (51 m) Other market main articles: Nissan Cefiro and Nissan Tina in other markets, the Maxima J30 series sold
internationally between 1990 and 1999. Between 1994 and 2003, the Maxima name was applied to the Nissan Sepiro, which is sold in Australasia, Europe and South America. From 2003 to 2013, Australasia's Nissan also sold tina under the Maxima badge. In the Philippines, the T12 Nissan Oster was sold as Maxima. In the United Kingdom, maxima was used in the mid-1980s as a high-series trim designation for B11 Sunny, N12
Cherry and Japanese version of T12 Bluebird/Stanza. J30 (1990-1994) (sold worldwide) Main article: Nissan Maxima (J30) A32 (1994-1999) (Australasia, Europe, South America) Main article: Nissan Sepiro A33 (1999-2003) (Australasia, Europe, South America, Iran) Main article: Nissan Seppiro (A33) J31 (2003-2009) (Australasia) Main article: Nissan Tina (J31) J32 (2009-2013) (See Australasia) Main Article Tina (J32) Datsun 810
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